Portlights Econoline

ECONOLINE PORTLIGHTS
The Gebo Econoline portlights offer the wellknown Gebo quality - for a price that will
fit even the smallest budget. The
series is available
in international standard
sizes and offers
besides the
well-known Gebo
quality also a
considerable
number of additional benefits.

easy-installation design and the same wide
choice of colors and finishes.
For example, the EconoLine portlight lid is
formed out of ultra-tough 10mm acrylic.
Multi- position Gebo stepless hinges are used
in order to provide maximum flexibility for the
user.
LESS FUSS FOR INSTALLERS
Whereas some comparable portlights come
in kit form, with many pieces to install and
fiddly trims to cut to size, EconoLine portlights
feature the Gebo unique clamp system for the
fastest, neatest finish. The Econoline opening
portlight is not suitable for hull application.

GEBO THROUGH AND THROUGH
COLOR OF THE ACRYLIC
Those familiar with Gebo standard and FlushLine portlights will recognise immediately the
same qualities in the EconoLine range: the
same high quality, noncorrosive materials; the
same meticulous attention to detail; the same
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GEBO MARINE GLAZING

As standard the portlight is being manufactured with grey smoke acrylic. Clear, bronze and
green acrylic is available to special order.

Simple
installation:
no hole
drilling

Portlights should be fitted to a flat surface with a maximum
tolerance of 1 mm. On request the fixed type portlights can
be bended.

347x171mm
347x251mm

405x155mm

429x171mm

627x171mm

676x167/676x191mm
Special order only

Portlights Econoline Opening
Article no.

Portlight Opening 180°

304x155mm

Cut-out size

L x W mm

Radius
mm

Overall size

LxW mm

Radius
mm

Acrylic
mm

Mosquito
screen

81.70.00.00

304x155

56

329x180

68

227x78

84.75.00.50

81.70.00.05

347x171

56

372x196

68

270x94

84.75.00.52

81.70.00.14

347x251

56

372x276

68

270x174

84.75.00.59

81.70.00.10

405x155

56

430x180

68

328x78

84.75.00.53

81.70.00.15

429x171

56

454x196

68

352x94

84.75.00.54

81.70.00.20

627x171

56

652x196

68

550x94

84.75.00.55

81.70.01.00*

676x167

56

701x192

68

599x90

84.75.00.56*

* Special order only
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